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UKE KATA
(Oo-Key  Ka-Ta)

"The Blocking Exercise"
White Belt Sequence

Bow with your hands by the sides of your legs.

(Uke Kata Opening)
1. Place your left foot in front of you "Left foot forward!" 
2. Make fists and do a double jab "Hands Up!"
3. Pull the Right Hand backwards to a "ready to punch position".
    Left hand stays in a "closed hand guard position".

(The Exercise)
4. Left High Block    "Eech!"
5. Left Low Block    "Nee!"
6. Left Circle Block  "Sawn!"
7. Left Cross Block   "Chee!"

8. Take one step forward placing your Right Foot in front of you.     "Switch Feet!"
9.  After you step, pull your Left Hand backwards to a "ready to punch position".      "Switch Hands!"
     Right hand comes forward to a "closed hand guard position".

10. Right High Block   "Eech!"
11. Right Low Block   "Nee!"
12. Right Circle Block  "Sawn!"
13. Right Cross Block   "Chee!"

14. Take one step forward placing your Left Foot in front of you.     "Switch Feet!"
15. After you step, pull your Right Hand backwards to a "ready to punch position".     "Switch Hands!"
      Left hand comes forward to a "closed hand guard position".

16.  Repeat steps 4 - 13.

(The Closing)
17. (Kimei Position) Put your feet together by bringing your Right Foot to your Left Foot. Right hand will 
stay in it's "finished cross block position" and the Left Hand will stay in it's "ready to punch position".
18. Stay still for 5 seconds.
19. Bow.
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UKE KATA
(Oo-Key  Ka-Ta)

"The Blocking Exercise"
Red Belt Sequence

Bow with your hands by the sides of your legs.

(Uke Kata Opening)
1. Move you Left Foot into a Left Sanchin Stance "Left foot forward!" 
2. From the hips, double jab-punch, double closed hand guard position . "Hands Up!"
3. Pull the Right Hand backwards to a "ready to punch position".
    Left hand stays in a "closed hand guard position".

(The Exercise)
4. Left High Block    "Eech!"
5. Left Low Block    "Nee!"
6. Left Circle Block  "Sawn!"
7. Left Cross Block   "Chee!"

8. Sanchin Step forward into a Right Sanchin Stance.    "Hite!"

9. Right High Block/Left hand to "ready-to-punch position"  "Eech!"
10. Right Low Block   "Nee!"
11. Right Circle Block  "Sawn!"
12. Right Cross Block   "Chee!"

13. Sanchin Step forward into a Left Sanchin Stance    "Hite!"

14.  Repeat steps 4 - 12.

(The Closing)
15. (Kimei Position) Put your feet together by bringing your Right Foot to your Left Foot. Right hand will 
stay in it's "finished cross block position" and the Left Hand will stay in it's "ready to punch position".
16. Stay still for 5 seconds.
17. Bow.
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UKE KATA 
(Oo-Key  Ka-Ta)

"The Blocking Exercise"

How these pictures help:
Left and Right Sanchin Stance pictures:  The "black feet" are where and how your feet should be placed on 
the floor. The "gray feet" are shown only so that you can see the correct distance between the "black feet". 
Use your own foot size as a measurement tool.

Sanchin Steps:  The "black feet" are where and how your feet should be placed on the floor BEFORE you 
step forward. The "red feet" are where and how your feet should be place on the floor AFTER you step 
forward. The "arrow" shows the half-circle path that the back foot will take as it moves to the front. 

Hand and Elbow Mirror Guide:  Is an example of where your hands should be at the beginning and end of the 
blocks/techniques and what they would look like to you if you were to practice in front of a mirror. Positions 
1,2,3, and 4 are where your hands should be placed. Position E is for your elbows. The Red Line is your 
"Center-line". The Blue Line shows how far your arm crosses your body when you perform a Circle Block 
and the straight line path it goes up.
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Left Sanchin Stance Right Sanchin Stance

Hand and Elbow
 “Mirror” Guide

Sanchin Step From Left Stance Sanchin Step From Right Stance
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HOW TO DO UKE KATA
Begin your kata standing straight with your heels together and your toes slightly apart. As you 
bow, do not allow your arms to go limp, hold your arms tightly against your body.

Common Mistakes:
1) Bowing with the Feet apart - Keep your feet together!
2) "The Nod" - As you bow forward, keep your neck straight and bend at the waist. Do 
not "Nod" like you are saying "Yes"!

1. MOVE YOUR LEFT FOOT TO A LEFT "SANCHIN" STANCE. 
Your Right (back) Foot should be straight. The front of your Left (front) Foot should be turned 30 
degrees inward (a little less than half way). Do not relax your arms as you do so. Your knees 
should be slightly bent and pulled slightly together.

Common Mistakes: 
1)Stepping out too far forward - View the Sanchin Stance foot diagrams, notice how the 
toes of the back foot are "in line" with the heel of your front foot. 
2)Stance is too narrow or too wide- notice that there is a space of 2 foot-widths between 
your feet. 
3)Legs are Straight - Knees should be slightly bent and bending towards each other (like you're 
trying to hold a tennis ball between your thighs). 
4)Arms are relaxed - Keep you arms pressed against your sides.

2. FROM THE HIPS, DOUBLE JAB-PUNCH, DOUBLE CLOSED HAND GUARD POSITION 
Close your hands into fists - slide your wrists up your legs to your hips (keep your elbows "tucked 
in" behind you) - double "jab" to your chest height (Mirror Guide position 2) - bend your elbows 
towards your body and show a "double closed hand guard".  In a "double closed hand guard" your 
elbows should be in front of you (Mirror Guide position E) and your hands are in front of your 
chest (Mirror Guide  position 2). Notice that your elbows are closer together than your hands. 
Keep your elbows a "fist" sized distance away from your body.  When you make your fists your 
thumbs should be on the outside and bent over your index and middle fingers. This is 
called a Karate Fist (or in Japanese a Seiken Fist).

Common Mistakes: 
1)Arms are bent too much in "Closed hand guard" - If a straight 
arm is bent 0 (zero) degrees then your arms should be bent 
approximately 30-35 degrees.  
2)Hands are higher than the shoulders - Hand should be chest 
height (Mirror Guide position 2). 
3)"Pound" jabbing - Do not lead your double jab with the fleshy part of your fist (the 
part in which you would use to "pound on a table"), lead with the flat surface or more 
specifically the upper knuckles of your pinky, ring, and middle fingers). 
4)Elbows pop-out - Keep your elbows close to your sides as you double jab do not 
allow them to pop-out to the sides.
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3. PULL THE RIGHT HAND BACKWARDS TO A "READY TO PUNCH POSITION". 
LEFT HAND STAYS IN A "CLOSED HAND GUARD POSITION".  

With speed and strength, pull back your Right Hand to a "ready to punch" position (Mirror Guide 
4). Your Left elbow and your Right Fist should be about the same height right now.

Common Mistakes: 
1)One or both fists relax - keep them closed and tight. 
2)Hand is pulled down to the hip - When you pull back your 
hand to a "ready to punch" position your forearm should be 
parallel with the floor and as close to your armpit as you can without
lifting up your shoulder. 
3)Lifting the shoulder - Shoulders should be pulled down (away from the ears).  
4)Elbow pops out to the side - this usually happens as you begin the blocking
 section of your Kata because you are no longer "paying attention" to this arm. 
Keep your arm tight against your body and pull your elbow towards your
spine. 
5)Shoulder moves backwards - The force that some people use when drawing 
back their arm moves their entire body. Keep your body strong and stay
"square" (shoulders even with each other) , do not allow your arm to move 
your shoulder backwards.

4.  HIGH BLOCK 
Keeping your elbow in front of your chest (Mirror Guide position E) move your left fist towards 
the "centerline" of your body (Mirror Guide "red dotted line") then raise your fist height to just 
above your head (Mirror Guide position 1). Your left palm should be facing down. The blocking 
surface of the arm is (primary) the blade of the arm (ulnar bone) or (secondary) the top of the 
arm. Your fist should not come any closer to your body at any time during the block.

Common Mistakes: 
1)Elbow raises first - do not let your elbow rise up first and "whip" your hand
 into position. Keep your "elbow in" and "fist along the centerline" arm
 position as you raise it up. 
2)Arm raises too high - Mirror Guide position 1 shows that your hand will look
 like it's resting on top of your head and that there is no open space between
 your head and your hand.  
3)Hand goes directly over the head - Your hand position should be higher than
 your head not directly over your head. If you stare straight forward while you
 perform your block you should still be able to see your hand without raising your eyes up.
4)"Superman!" - Do not allow your arm to straighten as it rises above your head. It should
 remain in a 30 degree bend.
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RETURN YOUR ARM TO "CLOSED HAND GUARD POSITION" - Return to the same arm 
position as noted in step #3. Pause briefly before performing the next technique.

Common Mistakes: 
1)The "Shortcut" or twisting your palm towards you.- When your arm
 returns to this position your palm should be sideways (thumb side towards
 you), do not allow your palm to twist towards you (the first movement in a
 Low "Circular" Block)in anticipation of the next block.
2) Arm Bends Too Much - Keep your arm in the 30 degree bend!
3) Hand is Higher than the Shoulder - This usually happens because the arm is not
straight enough or that the elbow is not low enough. Hand should be in Mirror Guide
 position 2 and you Elbow should be in Mirror Guide position E.

5. LOW "CIRCULAR" BLOCK
(note: I've added the word "circular" to this block because there is more than one type of Low Block used in Uechi Ryu Karate) 
Twist your palm towards your body - Keeping your elbow in front of your body move your 
hand towards the opposite side of your chest (Mirror Guide position 2) -  Leading with the 
top side of your arm, lower your hand towards your "opposite side" hip or waist. Leading 
with the top side of your arm, sweep your arm to the outside of your body (Mirror Guide 
position 3). 

Common Mistakes: 
1)Swinging the fist - do not allow your hand to come closer to
 your chest as  you cross to the opposite side, your hand should
 not come any closer to your body at any time as you perform
 this block.
2)Thumb sideways - at the end of the block (Mirror Guide
 position 3), the thumb side of your hand should be up and the
 pinky finger side should be down.

1
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6. CIRCLE BLOCK 
From the end position of your Low Block, open your hand and turn it so that the palm faces 
outwards (thumb side up, pinky side down) (as you perform your block try to maintain this 
torque on your wrist). Move your arm across your body towards the opposite side ( the opposite 
Mirror Guide position 3) while keeping your "thumb up, pinky down" hand position (your palm 
will begin to face away from you). Raise your hand up to your "ear" height as you trace the 
outside line of your body (Mirror Guide dotted blue line), try to keep your palm rotated away 
from you. Cross your hand to the other side of the body (ear height) as you pull your elbow 
back in front of your body. Draw your elbow down and in front of your body (Mirror Guide 
position E), your hand should naturally fall into "Mirror Guide position 2" with your palm facing 
out (Crane Hand).

Common Mistakes: 
1)Rotating around the elbow joint - do not keep your elbow in "Mirror
 Guide position E" as you perform your Circle Block. Your elbow should
 make a circle as your hand makes a circle. Keeping your elbow locked in "Position E"
 will not allow you to raise your hand up to your ear height. 
2)Winding Up - at the start of the block, do not move your hand away and outside of 
your body before you swing it back to begin the first arm movement of the block. 

3)"Shortcut # 2" - to prepare for the next cross block, it's common for people to "end" their circle 
block with their palm sideways (the first hand movement for a cross block). End your circle block 
with your palm facing out.
4)Hand is Outside Of The Body - Do not let your hand go outside the width of your body. When you 
finish your circle block your hand should be in "Mirror Guide Position 2".

7. CROSS BLOCK 
Turn your palm sideways (thumb side towards you, pinky side out) and draw your elbow across 
the body until your hand reaches the opposite side of your chest (opposite side Mirror Guide 
position 2), do not allow your hand to come closer to your body.

Common Mistakes: 
1)Block finishes with the hand close to the body - keep the 30 
degree arm bend of your arm as you move it across your body. 
There should be a feeling of almost reaching out diagonally as you 
perform your block, however, your hand will remain the same 
distance from your body as it did at the beginning of the block.

2)Elbow lifts up -The elbow should be pointed down during this block, do 
not allow you arm to rotate which will cause your elbow to point away 
from your body.
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8. SANCHIN STEP 
Pivot your Front Foot so that it's straight and keep it straight. Move your Back Foot to the forward 
foot position along a "half circle" path. As your feet "pass each other" they should be at their 
closest point in your Sanchin Step and should be "moving through your center". Angle your foot so 
that the toes are turned inward 30 degrees and your heel is outward before-and-as-you place it in 
the "front foot" position.

What I mean by "Moving through your center": How close your feet will come together while taking a Sanchin Step is 
different for all people. To figure out how close your feet should come together perform the following experiment: Walk naturally. 
As you walk, look down at your feet. What is the distance between your two feet as they pass by each other? This is the same 
distance they should pass by each other when performing a Sanchin Step. This is your natural
"center". 

Common Mistakes: 
1)Feet hit each other as you step - Your feet should not cross the "center line" of your body, control 
your foot and move through your natural centerline.   
2)Rear foot crosses in front of the Front Foot. This happens when you put too much weight on the 
front leg and "relax" on it, often letting the hip move sideways as you step. To prevent this, your knees  
should be pulled towards each other as you step.  
3)Straightening the front foot on the heel - As I say, "When do we turn on our heels?!", "Never!".   
Rest your weight on the "ball of the foot" and pull your heel inwards.  

4)Stepping too far forward - A Sanchin Step is a small step, it should be the length of your foot. If, as 
you are stepping, you feel the need to move the foot on the ground from it's straight position then you 
are stepping too far.  
5)Feet are too narrow - This happens from either stepping too far or by "walking" the foot into the 
front position. A Sanchin Step should feel very differently from how you usually move forward, you 
must move your stepping foot IN and OUT!  

Sanchin Step From Left Stance Sanchin Step From Right Stance
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9. RIGHT HIGH BLOCK/LEFT HAND TO "READY-TO-PUNCH POSITION"  
 As a Red Belt or higher, I do NOT     want you to switch your arms and bring your new arm to a "close handed 
guard". As you switch your arms, your new front arm should immediately perform a HIGH BLOCK while 
the other snaps backwards into the "ready to punch" position. As your HIGH BLOCK hand moves out from 
it's "ready to punch" position it should move in the most efficient straight line towards the center-line of your 
body (Mirror Guide red dotted line). It usually reaches the center-line of your body when you hand is in line 
just underneath your chin level.  Keep your hand higher than your elbow.  Your HIGH BLOCK arm and your 
"Ready to Punch" arm should reach their finished positions at the same time. Keep you stomach tight so that 
your arms can "snap" into place. Below Red Belt Level, switch your hands.

Common Mistakes: 
1)Wrong Timing - both arm movements should end at the same time. 
2)"The Dip" - do not relax your arm and allow your "high blocking" arm and hand to 
"dip" down towards your stomach, the hand should immediately start "reaching up".

 16. STAY STILL FOR 5 SECONDS.  
As you stand still you should practice "Kimei", which roughly translates as "Energy Tree". It refers 
to showing both strength and stillness. Hold your hand positions and body position as still as you 
can by focusing your muscles (not to tight, not to relaxed) (Remember: Pangainoon means "half-
hard, half-soft".)

Common Mistakes:
1) Skipping this part - Do not skip this part of the performance and go directly to the bow. 
Hold your stance for 5 seconds. This short time is often used for reflection in "how your body feels". 
Be still and be aware of the sensations that have been created in your body from your kata 
performance.
2) Dropping the hands - Hold the last finished block postition (Right Hand in a Cross Block, Left 
Hand in a "Ready to Punch" position), do not put them at your sides until you have waited the 5 
seconds.

Common Mistakes in the Performance of Uke Kata: 
1) Pace - "Detail, Power, and Speed", these are the things I want to see in EVERY KATA. Do not rush  
through your kata, especially when testing, keep your techniques fast but without increasing the pace 
of the kata. There should be a "pause" between each technique to show that you have "finished" each 
technique.

2) Changes in the speed of techniques - Your performance should be spirited but consistent. For 
example, if it takes you 2 seconds to perform a low block then EVERY low block you perform in that 
kata should take 2 seconds to perform. Your consistency shows endurance!

3)"Jello" Body - Your body should be controlled, still, and strong. Tightening the stomach as if you 
were going to be hit will help with the control. Tucking your pelvis under and forward will help as 
well.
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UKE KUMITE
Uke Kumite is a secondary Kumite because it is not yet part of the "test" curriculum. However, it should be 
known and you must be able to perform it if asked. There are several different forms of UKE KUMITE.

"Step and Punch" UKE KUMITE #1
ATTACKER DEFENDER

Set #1 Set # 1
Left Stance Left Stance
Right "Step and Punch" (head height) Step Back - Right High Block
Left "Step and Punch" (head height) Step Back - Left High Block
Right "Step and Punch (head height) Step Back - Right High Block
Left "Step and Punch" (head height) Step Back - Left High Block

Set #2 Set #2
Left Stance Left Stance
Right "Step and Punch" (stomach height) Step Back - Right Low Block
Left "Step and Punch" (stomach height) Step Back - Left Low Block
Right "Step and Punch" (stomach height) Step Back - Right Low Block
Left "Step and Punch" (stomach height) Step Back - Left Low Block

Set #3 Set #3
Left Stance Left Stance
Right "Step and Punch" (chest height) Step Back - Right Circle Block
Left "Step and Punch" (chest height) Step Back - Left Circle Block
Right "Step and Punch" (chest height) Step Back - Right Circle Block
Left "Step and Punch" (chest height) Step Back - Left Circle Block

Set #4 Set #4
Left Stance Left Stance
Right "Step and Punch" (chest height) Step Back - Right Cross Block
Left "Step and Punch" (chest height) Step Back - Left Cross Block
Right "Step and Punch" (chest height) Step Back - Right Cross Block
Left "Step and Punch" (chest height) Step Back - Left Cross Block

Each set is done back and forth. When the first Attacker finishes his 4 punches, it is the Defenders turn to 
"attack" with those same 4 punches, and the Attacker will now block. When the Defender finishes their 4 
punch attack, it's time to move on to the next set.
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"Step and Punch" UKE KUMITE #2
This Kumite is similar to #1 but with one small change. In this version of the Kumite the Attacker will begin 
in a Right Stance at the beginning of each set (instead of a left). The Defender will begin in a Left Stance just 
like in version #1. Remember, a "Step and Punch" is done from the "rear leg" side of your stance. If you 
begin in a Right Stance, your first attack will be a Left "Step and Punch" (Left foot steps, Left hand punches).

1,000 PUNCHES UKE KUMITE#1
Stand in a Neutral Stance close enough to your partner so that if you punch at them your fist will be 2 inches 
away from their body. 

Perform the following 2 times in a row as a warm-up

ATTACKER DEFENDER
Neutral Stance Neutral Stance
Right High Punch Right High Block
Left High Punch Left High Block
Right Low Punch Right Low Block
Left Low Punch Left Low Block
Right Punch Right Circle Block
Left Punch Left Circle Block
Right Punch Right Cross Block
Left Punch Left Cross Block

After you have performed the above set of punches and blocks twice, without stopping, the Attacker will then 
freely choose which height to punch at. The Defender will have to respond with the correct block.

It is important that the Attacker does not change the pace or speed of his punches. If the Attacker 
breaks his timing and rhythm, this will cause the Defender to panic and they will perform their block 
stronger which will probably begin to injure both the Attacker's and the Defender's arms. This is a 
"flow" drill, which means it's emphasis is on the smooth switch from one block to another.


